ComfortCase

The mobile office for professional use! For up to 17.1" notebooks.

The ComfortCase is your perfect companion on the road.
Along with lots of storage space for documents, folders etc.
the mobile office also offers sufficient space for up to 17.1"
notebooks. The padded notebook pocket guarantees
secure transportation of the notebook. Whilst you can store
documents without any problems in the two-part document
pocket, the ComfortCase additionally offers extra space for
the transportation of two DIN A4 folders stood up next to
one another. There are holders for pens, highlighters and
business cards on the case lid and the inner wall of the
case. A mesh pocket with a zip offers further storage space
for other accessories.
The transportation of CDs is also taken care of in a specially provided pocket. The side
pockets offer additional storage space for further accessories along with the mobile
phone holder on the inside. The padded carry-handle ensures comfortable
transportation. The high-quality lockable case connectors, as well as the material mix
of Koskin and Nylon ensure a visually refined look. The integrated trolley system
ensures an especially comfortable transportation of your mobile office. *All the devices
pictured (such as notebook, printer etc.) are not included!

Screen size: 15,4 - 17,1 inches
Art.No:

N25598N

Weight:

4.5kg /9lbs,14.7 ounces

Material:

Synthetic leather,Nylon

Compatible

N/A

devices:
≤ 16.14 x 11.81 x 1.57 inches
≤ 410 x 300 x 40 mm
≤ 18.50 x 17.32 x 12.20 inches
≤ 470 x 440 x 310 mm
Padded notebook pocket
Two-part document pocket
Additional space for up to two DIN A4 folders
Holders on the case lid for pens, highlighters and business cards
Mesh pocket for additional accessories
CD pocket
Side pockets with an additional holder for a mobile phone
Padded comfort carry-handle
Lockable high-quality metal case connectors
Trolley function
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